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Notice About Live SD Series Skype™ Connectivity
Using Mac Computers
Applies to: LW2311, LW2401 (Live sense), LW241 (SD 3.5), LW271, LW2711, LW292, LW2912
Remote viewing using Skype™ for the above products requires that the video monitor be
connected to a computer running Microsoft Windows®. Unfortunately, connecting the video
monitor to a Mac computer is not supported at this time. You can still remotely view your cameras
through Skype™ using a Mac computer or iOS® device (iPhone®, iPad®, or iPod touch®),
provided that the video monitor is connected to a Windows computer that is on and is connected
to the Internet. We are working on drivers for Mac OS that will enable you to connect the video
monitor to your Mac computer and transmit video from your cameras over Skype.

Why do I need drivers to view the cameras over Skype?
The Live SD Series products connect to the Skype service through a computer, using a USB cable.
In order to facilitate this connection, the computer must have drivers installed to be able to ’talk’
to the video monitor and cameras. We call this method of connecting "Basic Remote Connectivity
Using Skype."

Some of our new video monitor products, such as the Live connect (LW2031), do not require
drivers and do not need to be connected to a computer to enable remote viewing (a Mac or
Windows computer is required for the initial setup). Instead, they use a gateway device that plugs
into your home router to access Skype and transmit video information from the cameras. These
products have been certified as "Plugged into Skype," which means they are certified by Skype to
adhere to their audio and video quality standards.
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See the following chart for a comparison of system requirements between our products with
‘‘Basic Remote Connectivity Using Skype‘‘ and our ‘‘Plugged into Skype‘‘ products.
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